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TC literature on tobacco CSR
→ Considerable proliferation of tobacco CSR over the last decade
→ CSR has become an integral element of how the tobacco industry does business and
promotes itself.
→ Tobacco CSR schemes becoming more elaborate, expensive, ambitious

WHY

• Repair reputation, seek legitimation,
makeover, create mindset (Hirschhorn
2004, Chapman 2004, Chaiton et al.
2006, Hastings 2009, McDaniels et al.
2009)
• Greenwash supply chain (Otanez et al.
2011, Gonzales et al. 2012)
• Boost marketing
• Support corporate political activity
(Fooks et al. 2011, Fooks et al. 2013)

HOW

• Information dissemination on being
socially responsible and
environmentally sustainable
• Appearing as corporate citizen
• Issue reframing, agenda setting
• Partnering with or supporting NGOs
into allies to have further access to
political processes (McDaniel et al
2012, Gonzales et al. 2o12)

Excellent classification of literature: Savell E, Gilmore AB, Fooks G (2014) How Does the Tobacco Industry Attempt to
Influence Marketing Regulations? A Systematic Review. PLoS ONE 9(2): e87389. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0087389

Neglected or problematic areas in TC literature
Political/social framework often missing: How preventive/conducive are the
current political/social frameworks? What is the relationship of government
and tobacco CSR?
Single-case empirical studies dominate with little reference to theoretical
discussions on CSR, and few comparative studies across economic sectors:
Where does tobacco CSR fit in the socio-economic configurations of today’s
society? How different/similar is tobacco CSR?
Tobacco CSR sometimes dismissed as doomed to fail PR effort that nobody
believes in: How effective is tobacco CSR really? How bad are its
consequences?
Mostly uncritical about CSR: How «inherently contradictory» are TI and CSR
really?

The wider context of CSR:
The dark side / corporations becoming
contenders for «being part of the solution»

CSR - how did we get here?
Last 30 years
Immense growth of
corporate size and power
Unprecedented social
inequality and
environmental destruction
Rise of anti-corporate
movement
Corporate identity in
crisis—need for «becoming
part of the solution» and a
humanified outlook

Today
• Every Fortune 500 corporation produces a CSR report
• Intergovernmental organizations like the UN, WB, IMF
applaud CSR
• Governments develop legal frameworks for CSR
• Universities establish CSR research centers, offer
academic programs
• Companies, consultants offer CSR services
• Periodicals, conferences cover CSR matters

The CSR movement
Not just a trend
Corporation level: CSR activities and reporting
now takes center stage in corporate
communication. CSR solidified as an integral
business strategy.
Social level: A new industry, a new
institutionalisation, and a new professional class
has grown up around CSR.

It is a social phenomenon, a movement
with definite impact on society.

Definitions
...a concept whereby
companies integrate social
and environmental concerns
in their business operations
and in their interaction with
their stakeholders on a
voluntary basis. European
Commission
...the commitment of business
to contribute to sustainable
economic development,
working with employees, their
families, the local community
and society at large to
improve their quality of life.'
World Business Council on
Sustainable Development

Problematising CSR and CSR movement
Review of theoretical discussions:
Major field: management studies
Later contributions: from sociology,
political science, economics, legal
studies, etc.

Political views

TRUE OR FALSE?:
«Shareholder interests and societal
interests can be conjoined and
served together by the corporation.»
Social theory

Understanding of
history and structures
Emprical evidence

Views on the
corporation

Position on
CSR

CSR literature review –
configurations of oppositional positions and policy implications
Main
assumption

Main
position

Concerns/
Issues

IN SUPPORT OF CSR

CRITICAL OF CSR

«Corporations are inherently good, because they
make profits in the market place. So, they can and
should integrate social/environmental concerns with
profit making»

«Pursuit of self-interest and imperative of profit
maximization are contradictory to public good.
Corporate structure/nature not capable of social
responsibility»

CSR is win-win for
corporations and society

CSR can be win-win if
streamlined

CSR is not delivering
because corporations
have ulterior motives
CORPORATIONS CANNOT
BE PART OF THE
SOLUTION

CSR conceals root cause
of problems, hampers
real solutions
COPRORATIONS
SHOULDNT BE PART OF
THE SOLUTION

CORPORATIONS CAN
BECOME PART OF THE
SOLUTION

CORPRATIONS SHOULD
BECOME PART OF THE
SOLUTION

- Ineffective, unenforceable
- Image bolstering
- Regulation avoiding
- Cheap vehicle for
advertising, accessing
markets

- Commodification of the
social
- Hampers real solutions
- Defers social reform / change

Substantial and developing

Substantial

Comperatively very small

STRENGTHEN CSR IN A
PROCESS FROM SOFT
LAW TO HARD LAW

EXPOSE CSR

REJECT CSR

- CSR as self-regulation instead - Reaction to “misuse” of CSR
of by law
- Making corporations
- CSR for minimization of
accountable for social/env.
government and instead of
negative externalities
tax
- Emphasis on standardization,
- Self-determined
measurability, accountability,
responsibility
socially defined
- Enlargement of
responsibility
rights/privileges that come
with corporate citizenship

Gigantic
Size of
literature
Basic policy PROMOTE CSR,
implication CREATE MARKET FOR CSR

The dark side of CSR
Corporate takeover of
social/political spheres

Marketing the illusion of
humanism of commodities

• Through CSR anything under the
sun is open to commodification.
• Market-based ethics are allowed
to diffuse into all aspects of life.
• Corporations frame what the
problem is and how it is to be
solved, own «the sphere of the
problem» by excluding all others,
esp. anti-corporate social forces,
• These market-based «solutions»

The illusion of a humanism as reflected by
CSR onto the commodity becomes its
perceived intrinsic quality.
For instance, the illusion of humanism of
cigarettes achieved through the spectacle
of tobacco CSR by the TI prevents the
bringing to light the real intrinsic quality of
cigarettes = sickness and death
Question: Are corporations capable of fair
and ethical conduct / how human are they?
Good answer: «Not inhuman, just not
human …Tobacco corporations, like all
business corporations, are not evil, and
they are not good; they are incapable of
any moral judgment or culpability.»
(Callard, et al. 2005)
However strong current: to expand
human/citizen-like rights of corporations
before the law.

• reiterate, reinforce underlying
social problems,
• deflect the blame away from
corporations, and
• defer social reform/change.

Political / legal frameworks
of (tobacco) CSR

The role of governments in the CSR movement
CSR and tobacco CSR literature neglect the role of governments.
CSR is often viewed as devoid of government (self-regulation).
Assumption: «CSR is what government policy does not require of
business or which occurs beyond the requirements of government
and the law.»
Gond et al* look at the relationship bw CSR and government, the deliberate use of CSR
by governments. Findings:
• governments regulate corporate behaviour through CSR,
• deploy CSR for governance purposes,
• government interest in CSR is growing, shaped by a range of motivations and context,
including the welfare state crisis, neo-liberal policy frameworks.
*Jean-Pascal Gond , Nahee Kang & Jeremy Moon (2011) The government of self-regulation: on the comparative
dynamics of corporate social responsibility, Economy and Society, 40:4, 640-671

FCTC on tobacco CSR
Guidelines for
Implementation of Article
5.3

Guidelines for
Implementation of
Article 13

Denormalize and, to the extent possible,
regulate activities described as “socially
responsible” by the tobacco industry,
including but not limited to activities
described as “corporate social
responsibility”.

The Parties should ban
contributions from tobacco
companies to any other entity
for “socially responsible
causes”, as this is a form of
sponsorship. Publicity given to
“socially responsible” business
practices of the tobacco
industry should be banned, as
it constitutes advertising and
promotion.

6.1 Parties should ensure that all branches of
government and the public are informed and made
aware of the true purpose and scope of activities
described as socially responsible performed by the
tobacco industry.
6.2 Parties should not endorse, support, form
partnerships with or participate in activities of the
tobacco industry described as socially responsible.
6.3 Parties should not allow public disclosure by the
tobacco industry or any other person acting on its
behalf of activities described as socially responsible or
of the expenditures made for these activities, except
when legally required to report on such expenditures,
such as in an annual report.5
6.4 Parties should not allow acceptance by any branch
of government or the public sector of political, social,
financial, educational, community or other
contributions from the tobacco industry or from those
working to further its interests, except for
compensations due to legal settlements or mandated
by law or legally binding and enforceable agreements.

→ Denormalize
and regulate
tobacco CSR
→ Ban sponsorshiptype tobacco CSR

→ Ban publicity
of tobacco CSR

UN Global Compact (GC)
«The UN Global Compact is
a strategic policy initiative
for businesses that are
committed to aligning their
operations and strategies
with ten universally
accepted principles in the
areas of human rights,
labour, environment and
anti-corruption. By doing
so, business, as a primary
driver of globalization, can
help ensure that markets,
commerce, technology and
finance advance in ways
that benefit economies and
societies everywhere.»
http://www.unglobalcompact.org/

• The largest CSR initiative of the world
• Established in 2000
• Participants: 7,000 corporations
• Aiming at relating corporations to the
UN
• Emphasis on voluntary self-regulation
• Requirement: annual ‘communication
on progress’ (C0P) public disclosure to
stakeholders on how they have
implemented the ten principles and
supported the broader UN Millenium
Development goals.

UN Global Compact (GC)
• Voluntary association / No mandatory rules
• Reports are never monitored
• Functions as a platform for TNCs demands for a formal role in
UN negotiations (particularly climate) and to include
corporations as stakeholders in global governance.
• Big show-off of TNCs at Rio+20 Summit (2012), where business
formed the largest delegation and virtually took over the
proceedings, at UN Climate Conference in Warsaw (Nov 2013).
The Warsaw Conference went into history as the first CoP ever
to seek out and welcome CSR.

Tobacco company policy of the UN GC on its website. Accessed on 24 Feb 2014.

Results of search for UN GC participants
from the tobacco industry. Accessed on 24
February 2014.

Opening page of Fuente Cigar Family Charitable Foundation’s
website provided at UN GC website, http://www.cf-cf.org/ ,
accessed on 24 February 2014.

The UN Global Compact Board
The UN Global Compact Board, appointed and chaired
by the United Nations Secretary-General, is designed
as a multi-stakeholder body, providing ongoing
strategic and policy advice for the initiative as a whole
and making recommendations to the Global Compact
Office, participants and other stakeholders. It
comprises four constituency groups — business, civil
society, labour and the United Nations

Who is Güler Sabancı, member of the UN Global Compact Board?

Source: Wikipedia

Opening web page of Sabancı Holding, accessed on 24 Feb 2014.

• Chairperson of the family controlled
Sabancı Holding, the largest industrial
and financial conglomerate of Turkey
by profit.
• Founding president of the prestigious
Sabancı University.
• Chairperson of the Board of Trustees of
the Sabancı Foundation, the leading
philanthropy organization in Turkey
• Number 2 in Financial Times’ «Women
at the Top» List.
• The first and only female member of
European Round Table of Industrialists
(ERT).
• She also happens to represent tobacco
industry and tobacco interests at the
highest level in Turkey, as the business
partner of PMI. The joint venture of
Sabancı Holding and PMI controls 45
% of the cigarette market in Turkey.

OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises
Focus on promoting «responsible business conduct» by
requiring OECD member governments to implement
hard laws containing «voluntary principles and standards
for responsible business conduct».

Developed in 1976 for
governments to control
TNCs within their
territories.
Updated in 2011 for the
fifth time.
It is «the» guidelines for
dealing with TNCs for 44
adhering governments.

As in the UN GC, according to the Guidelines,
corporations should conduct their business activities by
paying attention to the issues of environment, human
rights, labour relations, consumer relations, preventing
bribery, etc.
Here, profit maximization is made intrinsic to the
concept of corporate governance and the concept of
CSR. CSR defined as “the system by which business
corporations are directed and controlled, so as to
enhance shareholder value”.

European Commission’s «A renewed EU
strategy 2011-2014 for CSR»
Quote from the document: «To fully meet
their corporate social responsibility,
enterprises should have in place a process
to integrate social, environmental, ethical,
human rights and consumer concerns into
their business operations and core
strategy in close collaboration with their
stakeholders, with the aim of:
– maximising the creation of shared value
for their owners/shareholders and for
their other stakeholders and society at
large;
– identifying, preventing and mitigating
their possible adverse impacts.»

European Commission’s «A renewed EU
strategy 2011-2014 for CSR»
Member States to determine for themselves the regulatory measures for CSR.
Emphasis on the voluntary nature of CSR, but at the same time recommends that
Member States use meta-regulatory «nudges» to «create an environment more
conducive» to the inclusion of social and environmental standards in their activities.
«The development of CSR should be led by enterprises themselves. Public authorities
should play a supporting role through a smart mix of voluntary policy measures and,
where necessary, complementary regulation, for example to promote transparency,
create market incentives for responsible business conduct, and ensure corporate
accountability.»
Free market facilitation is an important element of its CSR policy. «…CSR to drive the
development of new markets and create opportunities for growth».
«Corporate social responsibility is applicable to all enterprises.»

Sustainable finance,
sustainable investment initiatives
UNEP Finance Initiative –

«UNEP FI’s mission is to bring about systemic change in finance to support a
sustainable world, and is highlighted in its motto, changing finance, financing
change.»
• Changing finance: promoting the integration of sustainability concerns into
mainstream financial system, and financial institutions’ operations and
decisions in all markets, as well as in their general business and governance.
• Financing change: mobilizing finance to foster a more sustainable economy.
http://www.unepfi.org/about/index.html

Dow Jones Sustainability Indices
Principles for Responsible Investment

Principal shareholders of JT, from Annual Report 2013,
accessed on 24 Feb 2014.

All signatories of
«Statement of
Commitment» of
UN based
sustainable finance
initiatives and
listed as
sustainable
investors by similar
indices.

JTI CSR opening web page

Tobacco CSRCSR as tobacco advertisement, promotion
and sponsorship (TAPS)

The sales effort of the tobacco industry under
oligopoly conditions necessitates TAPS
Tobacco industry = Textbook-perfect oligopoly
Principal problem:
• Industry specific: TC policies and declining tobacco consumption,
necessitating an ingenious capacity to generate demand for a lethal
product
• Oligopoly specific: persistent shortage of effective demand in relation
to productive potential; price competition is avoided
The answer is = TAPS
The expansion of TAPS has been parallel to the oligopolisation of the
tobacco industry.
TAPS is absolutely essential for the existence of TI.

Two conditions
pushing the TI to greater efforts of TAPS
1. Industry specific: TAPS ban legislation and practice
2. Hypercommercialism in the market place
- The declining effectiveness of individual ads on
overexposed consumers
Solution in 1990s: product placement, sponsorships
Solution in 2000s: stealth marketing, CSR promotion

Tobacco CSR: a new paradigm
for TAPS
• Conventional media, forms, methods, content
of TAPS are being replaced/redefined
• Blurring the distinctions between
commercial/fictional and the editorial/social
• TI presented as «part of the solution»: Value
creation through rhetoric of socially
responsible and env. sustainable supply chain,
production, trade, marketing practices, harm
reduction research, product development,
employee relations, corporate governance
• Difficulty in identifying responsible entities.
Communication of tobacco CSR is becoming a
problem of TAPS ban legislation and
enforcement

News article in Bloomberg Businessweek,
25-31 Mar 2012: «Students have their eyes
on this corporations.»

News article in Milliyet, 7 Aug 2012:
«PHILSA is the best in the World»

PMI’s declaration on its
«charitable giving program»,
2009-2012, in focus

PMI «Charitable Giving Program» 2009-2012
Following its inception in 2008, aside
from its own direct CSR initiatives, PMI
has been publishing on its website its
contributions to third parties for socially
responsible causes on an annual basis,
by
• country
• «giving area»
• recipient organisation
• project description
• amount in USD

Five «giving areas»:
•
•
•
•
•

Disaster relief
Domestic violence
Education
Hunger & extreme poverty
Rural living conditions

These are typical CSR areas
around which all TNCs try to
create «shared values».

DISCLAIMER: Not all of the contents of this declaration are verifiable, and there are
reasons for believing strongly that neither the information therein is completely
accurate, nor the declaration itself is well-intentioned. Nevertheless, within its own
confines of purpose, logic, and language, it contains rich information that deserves a
closer look.

PMI «Charitable Contributions» (USD)
GLOBAL 2009-2012
38.326.304

23.140.287

2009

34.354.256

(301 projects)

2011

2012

25.025.396

2010

PMI «Charitable Contributions» (USD)
WHO EURO REGION 2009-2012
15.603.207

6.388.067

2009

On the global scale, PMI’s declared
CSR contributions to third parties
rose to USD 38 mio in 2012 from USD
23 mio in 2009.

16.704.968
(139 projects)

The sharp increase in 2011 is due to
the CSR transfers in Turkey.

7.116.350

2010

In the WHO Euro Region, PMI’s
declared CSR contributions to third
parties rose to USD 16.7 mio in 2012
from USD 6.4 mio in 2009.

2011

2012

PMI «Charitable Contributions»
Share of WHO EURO in total GLOBAL (%)
100%
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2009
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43,6%
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28,4%
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27,6%
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45,4%

40%
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Concentration of tobacco CSR effort in Europe: The % share of
the WHO Euro Region in total global CSR contributions to
third parties, in contrast to the much smaller and declining
cigarette markets in Europe, indicates the importance of
European markets for the tobacco industry.

PMI "Charitable Contributions" 2012
WHO EURO Region by categories
[YÜZDE]

Rural living conditions
Education

[YÜZDE]
[YÜZDE]

Hunger & extreme poverty
Domestic violence

[YÜZDE]
[YÜZDE]
[YÜZDE]

Disaster relief
Education & rural living
conditions

«Education» is the leading CSR cause in the WHO Euro Region. The number
of projects and USD amounts in “education”, “hunger & extreme poverty”,
and “domestic violence” are disproportionally higher in the WHO Euro
Region compared to the rest of the world. 60 % of education projects, 48 %
of hunger & extreme poverty projects, and 43 % of domestic violence
projects receiving funds from PMI in 2012 are from the WHO Euro Region.

Top 5 countries
in WHO EURO Region
with the highest number of
projects in
PMI "Charitable Contributions"
2012
(# of projects)

Top 5 countries in WHO EURO Region
receiving highest contributions in PMI
"Charitable Contributions" 2012 (USD)

Russia
Germany
Switzerland
Portugal
Italy

Turkey
Russia
Italy
Switzerland
Germany

19
15
14
11
9

8,005,000
2.330,223
985,027
680,656
569,995

Recipient profiles
4 main categories:
• Independent NGOs
• NGOs established/sponsored by PMI and other TNCs
• Organizations specialized in international CSR funds
management
• Public authorities, municipalities
Special focus:
• Universities
• Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies
• Turkish case

Recipient: Berliner Initiative gegen Gewalt an Frauen (BIG e. V.)
Years

Country

Area

Recipient organization

Project description

USD

2009

Germany

Berlin Initiative Against Violence
Domestic Violence Against Women
Prolongation of the Project "Mobile Intervention"

Germany

Berlin Initiative Against Violence that provides on-site help and counseling to approximately 200 victims of
Domestic Violence Against Women
domestic violence annually in Berlin.

110,000

Germany

Berlin Initiative against Violence
Domestic Violence against Women (BIG)

Mobile Intervention: Supporting a domestic violence hot- line and mobile
intervention unit that provides on-site
help and counseling to approximately 200 victims of domestic violence
annually in Berlin.

109,999

Germany

Berlin Initiative against Violence
Domestic Violence against Women (BIG)

Mobile Intervention: A domestic violence 24-hour hot- line and mobile
intervention unit that provides on-site help and counseling to over 150
survivors of domestic violence annually in Berlin.

119,999

90,000

Supporting a domestic violence hot-line and mobile intervention unit

2010

2011

2012

Registered association in Germany working against
domestic violence.
Established the first national telephone helpline.
Financed with public funds and individual donations.
Web page: «The mobile intervention service is made
possible to a large extent thanks to a large donation by
Philip Morris which demonstrates a significant
engagement in the area of domestic violence.»
PMI declares that in 2012 they supported 15 domestic
violence projects in 9 countries of the WHO Euro Region
(Estonia, France, Germany, Latvia, Lithuania, Portugal,
Slovakia, Spain, and Switzerland), spending nearly USD
460,000 on them.

Recipient: Aufbruch Neukölln e.V.
Community level
NGO for the
empowering and
improving living
conditions of migrant
workers in Neukölln,
Berlin. Website
mentions PMI as
sponsor of their
«men against
violence» project.

Years

Country

Area

2011 Germany Education

2012 Germany Education

Recipient organization

Project description

USD

Aufbruch Neukoelln

Social Integration Neukölln: Funding program that
provides German language courses to 100
underprivileged women and men near the PMI factory in
Berlin, Neukoelln, in order to integrate them into
society.

15,000

Get up Neukoelln - Aufbruch
Neukoelln

Social Integration Neukölln: A program that offers
German language courses to 120 immigrant women and
men near the PMI factory in Berlin, Neukoelln, in order
to help them integrate in the community.

19,999

Recipient: TEKEV, Turkish
foundation for integration in
Bergen op Zoom, the Netherlands
Community level NGO from the
Netherlands founded and working with
Turkish migrant worker families. Website
mentions PMI donation in 2010 for the
mentor project in elementary schools.
A quote from PMI respresentative handing
over the cheque: «We have an extra eye
for the communities in which we are
lcoated.»

2012 Netherlands Education Stichting Tekev

Mentor & Homework: Mentoring program benefiting
approximately 40 children of Turkish immigrants in two public
schools in Bergen op Zoom, near the PMI factory, by improving
the language and math skills of selected students.

20,250

Recipient: PMI initiated/sponsored NGOs in Czech Republic

Years

2010

2011

Country

Area

Receiving organization

Project description

Czech
Republic

Environmental
sustainability/living
conditions in rural
communities

Foundation Sun for all

Funding local community project grants.

102,222

Sun for all

Local Community Projects: Funding local community project
grants, including language courses for unprivileged children, IT
education for seniors and disabled people and the
reconstruction of a hydrotherapy station in a Children’s Centre.

154,460

Czech
Republic Education

2012

Czech
Rural Living
Republic Conditions

The VIA Foundation

2012

Czech
Republic Education

Sun for All

Community Development Fund: Running of 16 communitybased projects focused on environment and rural development,
to benefit more than 15,000 people in the country, including
the Kutna Hora region, where PMI factory is located.
Community Social Fund: Development of nine community
initiatives to benefit over 40,000 people across the country,
including children and elderly people.

USD

100,000
200,000

Large funds allocated since 2010 to Sun for All
Foundation, a direct PMI initiative, in such areas as
social welfare for the elderly, nursing services, green
city development, foster care of children.
Funds are also allocated to Via Foundation, a
philantropy organization receiving corporate funds
from a number of TNCs.

Recipient: Professional CSR funds managers

Years
2009

Country Area
Receiving organization
Hunger &
Italy
Extreme Poverty Europe Consulting Onlus

2010

Italy

Hunger &
Extreme Poverty Vita Giving Europe Onlus

Italy

Hunger &
Extreme Poverty Vita Giving Europe Onlus

Funding programs run by five local nonprofits to improve
living conditions of tobacco farm families in Veneto, Umbria,
and Campania.
Community Social Fund: Funding five community economic
aid programs in communities suffering from particularly
high rates of unemployment and poverty in Naples,
Umbertide, Vicenza and Perugia.

Italy

Hunger &
Extreme Poverty Europe Consulting Onlus

Day Care Center: Supporting day-care center activities in the
vicinity of Termini Station that provides help and shelter to
disadvantaged people in Rome to benefit 1,420 people.

161,000

Hunger &
Extreme Poverty Vita Giving Europe Onlus

Community Social Fund: Six community economic aid
programs in communities suffering from particularly high
rates of unemployment and poverty in the tobacco growing
regions of Campania, Tuscany, Umbria and Veneto.

351,000

Hunger &
Extreme Poverty Europe Consulting Onlus

Biking to Work: A pilot project to start a bike repair and
rental activity in the area of Roma Termini railway station,
to create ten job positions for six homeless people and four
social assistants, including a train-the-trainer vocational
course for 40 homeless people to train 570 other homeless
people in Rome, Florence and Naples railway stations.

55,999

Disaster Relief

Emilia Earthquake Relief: A multi-level project to support
the social and economic recovery of the Emilia region areas
affected by the earthquake of May 2012, by supporting four
NGOs to buy food supplies from local farmers - highly
impacted by the natural disaster - and to distribute them to
almost 3,500 people and more than 350 families victims of
the earthquake.

200,000

2011
2011

2012

2012

Italy

Italy

2012 Italy

Vita Giving Europe Onlus

Project description
Binario 95

USD
70,500
200,000
350,000

Charities Aid Foundation
(CAF) is a 80 years old
British registered charity, with
HRH The Duke of Edinburgh
as its Patron. CAF matches
donors with causes. Runs a
CAF Bank. Has huge
international network,
chapters in different
countries.
CAF Russia:
«Our partners: General
Motors, Philip Morris, Procter
and Gamble, & "Multon,
Diageo, Baltika, The Coca
Cola Company, McDonald 's,
Kellogg 's, etc.»

Count
Years ry
Area

2012 Russia

Receiving
organization

Project description

The "CAF"
Computer Literacy/Employability Program: Support computer literacy education for 2,000
Foundation for
elderly and physically-challenged people in seven regions of the Russian Federation through
Philanthropy Support the purchase of computer equipment to organize computer classes and to conduct courses
Education and Development
of computer literacy.

USD

450,000

Universities receiving PMI funding in WHO Euro Region, 2012
Country

Area

Receiving
organization

Project description

USD

Germany

Education

University Science Lab: An experimental science camp for 20 students at the
XLAB laboratory of
Goettingen for the youth e.v. Georg August University of Goettingen.

Italy

Hunger & Extreme
Poverty

University “Campus BioMedico di Roma”

Italy

Education

University Scholarships: University scholarships to benefit 15 students - newly graduates,
Ph.D. candidates and young researchers - wishing to pursue/complete their research
University “Università di Pavia” outside Italy.

46,575

Italy

Education

University “Università Cattolica University Scholarships: University scholarships to benefit 15 students of Agriculture,
del Sacro Cuore ”
coming from low- income families.

58,725

Netherlands

Hunger & Extreme
Poverty

Education

Family Support: Provision of social services and psychological counseling to family
caregivers in charge of relatives suffering from chronic and degenerative pathologies, to
benefit 200 families and create six jobs.

19,999

81,000

University

Extracurricular Activities: Supporting special school activities, such as school camps and
swimming lessons, for 75 - 90 children from poor families living in Bergen op Zoom, in
order to prevent their social exclusion.

24,999

Kuban State Technological
University

Scholarship Program for Krasnodar Universities: Provide scholarships to the 8 most
distinguished senior students and 3 post-graduate students of the Kuban State
Technological University located in the city of Krasnodar.

21,541

Southern Federal Unviersity

South-West Russian Scholarship Program: Provide scholarships to the 15 most
distinguished senior students and five post-graduate students of the Southern Federal
University located in the city of Krasnodar.

38,262

Education

Kuban State University

Scholarship Program for Krasnodar Universities: Provide scholarships to the eight most
distinguished senior students and three post-graduate students of the Kuban State
University located in the city of Krasnodar.

21,541

Russia

Education

Kuban State Agricultural
University

Scholarship Program for Krasnodar Universities: Provide scholarships to the eight most
distinguished senior students and three post-graduate students of the Kuban State
Agricultural University located in the city of Krasnodar.

21,541

Spain

Education

Las Palmas de Gran Canaria
University

Philip Morris Grant: Providing 20 academically qualified students from low-income
families with scholarships at the University of Las Palmas in the Canary Islands

50,200

Spain

Education

La Laguna University

Spain

Education

UeX - Sociedad Foundation

Russia

Russia

Russia

Education

The Philip Morris Grant: Providing 20 academically qualified students from low-income
families with scholarships at the University of Laguna in the Canary Islands.
Entrepreneur Program For Young Tobacco Growers: In cooperation with Extremadura
University, support a training program in business management, entrepreneurship and
leadership for 15-20 young tobacco farmers in the agricultural region of Extremadura.

50,200

204,598

The Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore
(UCSC) is the largest private university in
Europe and the largest catholic university
in the world.
PMI and UCSC collaborate in offering
scholarships for «deserving» students in
«agricultural science and technology»,
and «economics and agricultural
management»

Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies receiving PMI funding in WHO
Euro Region, 2009-2012
2009

Switzerland

Domestic Violence

Red Cross of Canton of Vaud

Parents Rescousses

2010

Germany

Disaster Relief

German Red Cross

Funding emergency food, water, and
medication delivery to Haiti earthquake survivors.

2010

Romania

Disaster Relief

Red Cross

2010

Switzerland

Disaster Relief

Swiss Red Cross

2010

Switzerland

Disaster Relief

Swiss Red Cross

Matching gift of funds donated by PM Romania
employees to support victims of Haiti earthquake.
Employee matching gift to victims of Haiti
earthquake.
Employee matching gift to victims of Haiti
earthquake.

2010

Switzerland

Domestic Violence

Red Cross of Canton de Vaud

Providing emergency child care to 500-600 low- income families in the greater
Lausanne area who cannot afford day-care for their children.

2010

Switzerland

Domestic Violence

Red Cross of Canton de Vaud

2010

Switzerland

Domestic Violence

Red Cross of Canton de Vaud

Funding program that provides supervision in
homes where domestic violence has occurred, benefiting 100 families.
Providing at-home emergency child care for
500-600 low-income families in the greater Lausanne area who cannot afford daycare for their children.
Assistance to Parents: Funding a domestic violence prevention program through
providing in-house emergency day-care service that helps approx. 120
underprivileged families.
Home Visits’ Supervision: Funding a
program that provides supervision in homes where domestic violence has
occurred, benefiting up to 30 families.
Disaster Relief Housing: Providing earthquake victims in Turkey with temporary
houses to benefit 15 families in Van/Erciş Region (approximately 60 earthquake
victims).
Disaster Relief Housing: Providing earthquake victims in Turkey with temporary
houses to benefit 60 families in Van/Erciş Region (approximately 240 earthquake
victims).

130,000
21,736

638
37,576
10,000
130,639
32,334

32,439

2011

Switzerland

Domestic Violence

Red Cross of Canton de Vaud

2011

Switzerland

Domestic Violence

Red Cross of Canton de Vaud

2011

Turkey

Disaster Relief

Turkish Red Crescent Society
(KIZILAY)

2011

Turkey

Disaster Relief

2012

Russia

Hunger & Extreme
Poverty

Turkish Red Crescent Society
(KIZILAY)
Kaliningrad Branch of All-Russian
Public Organization "Russian Red Support of Physically Challenged People: Provide transport for physically
Cross"
challenged adults to receive medical treatment in the Kaliningrad region.

2012

Serbia

Disaster Relief

Red Cross Organization, Nis
Office

Support for the Heroes: Provide necessary firefighting equipment which will be
disbursed to firefighter squads across the country.

49,997

Red Cross of Canton Vaud

Assistance to Families: A domestic violence prevention program that provides inhouse emergency day-care service to underprivileged families, and offers
supervision in homes where domestic violence has occurred, benefiting up to 30
families.

40,000

2012

Switzerland

Domestic Violence

71,213

14,484
100,000

400,000

39,345

JTI Foundation’s opening webpage, accessed on 24 Feb 2014

Turkey in focus

Years Country Area

2011

2012

Receiving
organization Project description

Education/Hunger &
Turkey** Extreme Poverty
Sabanci Vafki

Turkey

Education/Rural
Living Conditions

Sabanci Vafki

USD

Sabanci Vafki is one of the largest Turkey’s foundations. With a broad
range of social activities, it supports education programs, promotes
projects in favor of
women, youth and disabled people, sustains initiatives for
communities in need, provides support to cultural events.

8,000,000

Sabanci Vafki is one of the largest Turkey’s foundations. With a broad
range of social activities, it supports education programs, promotes
projects in favor of women, youth and disabled people, sustains
initiatives for communities in need and, provides support to cultural
events.

8,000,000

** donation made by PM SABANCI PAZARLAMA VE SATIS A.S., PMI's affiliate in Turkey

Turkey has attracted almost 1/4th of the PMI’s global CSR budgets in both years (25 % in
2011, 21 % in 2012).
Sabancı Foundation, the recipient of 8 mio
each year, is the philanthropy organization of
the Sabancı Holding, which is the business
partner of PMI in Turkey. Both the
manufacturing company and the
marketing/distribution company are joint
ventures with 75 % PMI and 25 % Sabancı
shares.
The USD 8 mio. per annum transfer to the
Sabancı Foundation constitutes the largest
amount of single recipient CSR spending for
PMI in both years. One alarming aspect of this
is this “act of charity” by itself puts many GO
and NGO tobacco control budgets around the
world to shame.

Tobacco CSR benefitting extended business milieu
PMI in Turkey

PMI in Indonesia

PMI in the Philippines

Joint venture with
Sabancı Holding

Purchase of largest
tobacco company
from Sampoerna
Family

Joint venture with
Lucio Tan (Fortune
Tobacco Corp)

CSR transfer to
Sabancı Foundation

CSR transfer to
Putera Sampoerna
Foundation

CSR transfer to Tan
Yan Kee Foundation

USD 8 mio in 2011
and 2012
Largest CSR
contribution each
year

USD 5 mio in 2011
and 2012
2nd largest CSR
contribution each
year

USD 1 mio in 2011
and 2012
3rd largest CSR
contribution each
year

All of these giant NGOs enjoy tax exemption/deduction privileges.

Conclusions

PMI «Charitable Giving Program» in Europe 2009-2013 analysis:

• Throughout the WHO Euro Region, through tobacco CSR, the TI:
• associates itself with the moral authority of NGOs, GOs, universities, and
red cross/crescent societies.
• imposes its market-based ethics onto serious social issues ranging from
domestic violence to poverty.
• uses CSR as a key business strategy in supporting corporate marketing and
corporate political activities.
• uses CSR as a financial scheme for profit laundering.

• Despite the adoption of Articles 5.3 and 13 of the WHO FCTC, CSR
is growing in numbers, expenditure and sophistication.
• TAPS ban abuses continue in the WHO Euro Region at a large scale
through tobacco CSR.

Tobacco control policy implications of position on CSR
IN SUPPORT OF CSR
Main
position

CSR is win-win for
corporations and societyCORPORATIONS CAN
BECOME PART OF THE
SOLUTION

Basic policy PROMOTE CSR,
implication CREATE MARKET FOR CSR

TC position
on «how
harmful is
tobacco
CSR?»

TC policy

Inherent contradiction bw
CSR and tobacco industry.

CRITICAL OF CSR

CSR can be win-win if
streamlinedCORPRATIONS SHOULD
BECOME PART OF THE
SOLUTION

CSR is not delivering
because corporations
have ulterior motivesCORPORATIONS CANNOT
BE PART OF THE
SOLUTION

CSR conceals root cause
of problems, hampers real
solutions- COPRORATIONS
SHOULDNT BE PART OF
THE SOLUTION

STRENGTHEN CSR IN A
PROCESS FROM SOFT
LAW TO HARD LAW

EXPOSE CSR

REJECT CSR

Tobacco CSR is harmful
because it is deceptive

No inherent
contradiction.

Tobacco CSR can be used
to make tobacco
companies accountable
However, tobacco CSR may for the negative
be nonthreatening if it has externalities they have
no TAPS effect.
created –i.e. becoming
less lethal.
Ban the TAPS in tobacco
Regulate and mandate
CSR
tobacco CSR

Thus, tobacco CSR has
multiplied harms:
(deferring solution)
Denormalize, denounce,
cricise, devalue tobacco
CSR

Comprehensive ban and
sanctions. Prevent
government support for
CSR

What to do?
RESEARCH: From the wider perspective of
social/historical contexts and by taking into account
institutional/legal frameworks.
POLICY: Block and penalize TAPS ban abuses and resist
the humanism of cigarettes by banning tobacco CSR, not
only because its “effect or likely effect is to promote a
tobacco product or tobacco use either directly or
indirectly”, but also because:
• The TI must be prevented to push its market-based
ethics onto the society.
• The illusion of humanism of cigarettes is unacceptable.
• There are multiplied and recurring consequences on
public health (Commodification of the social +
humanism of cigarettes).

Not an easy task,
given the tremendous lobbying and political clout of
the TI in Europe, as exemplified in their direct
political donations.
Nevertheless, it is a political challenge
that must be won!

